
GENV
Manage your system from a
single point with a simple &
easy to use interface.   
Simplify your management
experience with GEN  , no
complex software to learn, no PC 
or internet connection required.
Control 20 zones per RTU or 
split-system.  

V

Manage the entire system from one central HUB, no 
internet connection required

Control one zoned unit with up to 20 zone dampers per 
unit or control 20 standalone roof top units or split 
systems.

Color LCD touchscreens and intuitive menus make 
system management effortless 

24 VAC output signal when the system is in the occupied 
mode. This signal can be connected to an economizer or 
any other device that requires an occupied signal

4 Daily schedules plus Vacation/Holiday scheduling can 
be set individually or globally

Programmable fan scheduling to optimize air purification

ADR / FDD for Title 24 compliance

Simple daisy chain wiring from the GEN V stat to stat, 
with no home run wiring required

No computer required for setup or management

Prioritize stats from the HUB with 0,1,2, or 3 votes

On board diagnostics streamlines troubleshooting 

EzTouchV 
HUB Stat

GEN V Controller

Simple daisy-chain 
control wiring

Elegant design 
and high tech 
performance

EzTouchX
Zone Thermostat

Control the entire 
system from a 

single point, don't 
go to each stat

Perfect Comfort Control
At The Touch of Your Finger

https://www.zonexproducts.com/us/products/gen-v/


GENV

Your alternative to costly & complex control systems
The GEN    makes managing your facility easy and affordable! V 

Control zoned and multiple standalone units

The GEN V communicates with an 
EzTouchV HUB thermostat that allows 
easy configuration of the GEN V 
controller with up to 20 thermostats. 

The GEN V can manage zone stats 
controlling modulating dampers or 
standalone stats that control RTU or split 
systems. 

From the HUB thermostat you can 
monitor communications and operations 
of the entire system. Modify thermostat 
set points individually or globally, lock 
stats with 0° or +/‐2°variance, set an 
individual or global schedule per zone, 
and vacation schedules. 

The system operation supports ADR & 
FDD to meet Title 24 requirements.    

REQUEST A QUOTE

Call (800) 228-2966
or get a quote at www.zonexproducts.com
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Perfect Comfort Control
At The Touch of Your Finger

24VAC / 100VA

EzTouchX
Zone Stats 

EzTouchV
HUB Stat 

https://www.zonexproducts.com/us/quote-email/
https://www.zonexproducts.com/us/products/gen-v/
https://www.zonexproducts.com/us/products/gen-v/
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